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1. INTRODUCTION
In [4], Dragomir and Wang proved the following Ostrowski-Gru¨ss type integral
inequality.
Theorem 1. Let f W Œa;b! R be continuous on Œa;b, differentiable on .a;b/
and suppose that   f 0.x/   for all x 2 .a;b/. Then we haveˇˇˇˇ





ˇ 14.b a/.   / (1.1)
for all x 2 Œa;b.
In [2], Cheng not only gave a sharp version of the above inequality but also gener-
alized it as follows.
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then for all x 2 Œa;b, we
haveˇˇˇˇ





ˇ 12 .x a/2C .b x/22.b a/    2 :
(1.2)
In a recent paper [12], Wang et al. proved the following inequality with a para-
meter.
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Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then for all x 2 Œa;b and






























More recently, Sarikaya [10] established the following generalization of (1.2) in-
volving functions of two independent variables.
Theorem 4. Let f W Œa;b Œc;d !R be an absolutely continuous function such
that the partial derivative of order 2 exist and suppose that there exist constants
;  2R with   @2f .t;s/
@t@s








































for all .x;y/ 2 Œa;b Œc;d , where
H.x;y/D
.x a/Œ.y  c/f .a;c/C .d  y/f .a;d/C .b x/Œ.y  c/f .b;c/C .d  y/f .b;d/
.b a/.d   c/
C.x a/f .a;y/C .b x/f .b;y/
b a C
.y  c/f .x;c/C .d  y/f .x;d/
d   c :
For other related work, we refer the reader to [3, 5–9, 12].
In this paper, we shall derive a new inequality of Ostrowski-Gru¨ss type with a
parameter for absolutely continuous functions of two independent variables, which
will not only provides a generalization of the inequalities (1.4) and (1.5), but also
gives some other interesting inequalities as special cases.
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2. MAIN RESULT
Theorem 5. Let f W Œa;b Œc;d !R be an absolutely continuous function such
that the partial derivative of order 2 exist and suppose that there exist constants
;  2R with   @2f .t;s/
@t@s








































































for all .x;y/ 2 Œa;b Œc;d  and  2 Œ0;1, where
H1.x;y/D .x a/f .a;y/C .b x/f .b;y/
b a C




D .x a/Œ.y  c/f .a;c/C .d  y/f .a;d/C .b x/Œ.y  c/f .b;c/C .d  y/f .b;d/
.b a/.d   c/ :































s 2 .y;d 
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f .t; s/dsdt: (2.6)




















f.b a/Œ.y  c/f .x;c/C .d  y/f .x;d/






f.x a/Œ.y  c/f .a;c/C .d  y/f .a;d/





Œ.y  c/f .t;c/C .d  y/f .t;d/dtC
Z d
c
Œ.x a/f .a;s/C .b x/f .b;s/ds
)



















f .s; t/dsdt :
(2.7)













Let M D  C
2













































































Œ.x a/2C .b x/2Œ.y  c/2C .d  y/2
4
(2.12)


























From (2), (2) and (2), we see that (5) holds. 
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.x a/2C .b x/2.y  c/2C .d  y/2







































 .   /.b a/.d   c/
16
: (2.15)




in (2.14) to get
(1). 
Remark 1. If we assume that f .s; t/ D h.s/h.t/, h W Œa;b! R, then from (5)
we can get (1.4) (for x D y). Consequently, (5) can be also regarded as a gener-
alization of (1.4) for double integrals. If we take  D 1 in (5), then the inequality
(1.5) is recaptured. Thus (5) may also be regarded as a generalization of (1.5) with a
parameter.
Remark 2. If we take D 1
2
, or D 1
3
, or x D aCb
2
and y D cCd
2
, or x D a and
y D c, or x D a and y D d , or x D b and y D c, or x D b and y D d in (5), we can
get other interesting inequalities for these special cases.
Remark 3. As in [1, 4, 11], we can apply the above obtained inequalities (5) et al.
in numerical integration obtaining some general cubature formulae.
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